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Abstract
Due to increasing competition from Japan and East Asia,
impending pressures from the European Community and the
emergence of Eastern Bloc nations, united states
manufacturing must continually strive to re-establish its
lost prowess. Just-in-time, MRP-II, kanban and design-for-
manufacture are a just a few of the methodologies utilized
by proactive us firms to match Japanese· manufacturing
accomplishments. In an attempt to establish world class
processes and maximize viability, flexible manufacturing
techniques have been implemented by a number of companies.
In most cases, the initiative has been to enhance production
flexibility in a machining center operation. Many who ar~
trying to institute the idea in a non-machining center
operation find only a few references to the concept in
manufacturing literature. When researching metric
development for flexibility initiatives, it is difficult to
find any documented practical approaches.
This study will develop a flexibility definition that
reflects some of the factors in today's business
environment. The perceived importance of different types of
flexibility will be explored, and a measurement framework
for each flexibility will be developed. The research, based
on interviews with companies who have implemented flexible
manUfacturing technologies, will CUlminate in an applicable
1
metric system with a level of proven acceptance. The system
may be used by manufacturing managers and production
planners who are involved in a particular flexibility
initiative to guide them in establishing their own flexible
manufacturing measures. Finally, the study concludes with a
discussion of data availability and collection requirement
issues relative to a specific implementation.
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SECTION I: INTRODUCTION
Historic Role of Flexibilit~
Manufacturing flexibility has not traditionally been a major
consideration of us manufacturing management. Henry Ford,
recognized as the father of modern manufacturing with his
revolutionary organization of manufacturing processes, is an
excellent example. The concept of providing process
opportunities for managing a changing product line or
varying volumes of demand was never addressed in his
processes. In fact, Mr. Ford's view of mass production is,
"the focusing upon a manufacturing project of the principles
of power, accuracy, economy, system, continuity and speed."l
Note the omission of flexibility, customer focused supply
and small lot efficiency.
Mr. Ford's, and other's, manufacturing process developments
have been motivated by quality and cost improvements. Many
have believed that by managing these two basic factors
consumers would be motivated to buy more of their products.
However, the strategy has been implemented without
..
considering several significant costs, one of which is
flexibility.
It was not long before the automobile industry recognized
the Ford Company's shortcoming. Hounshell 2 writes that Ford
Company's dictum of mass production at minimum cost provided
3
the opportunity to develop flexibility evidenced by annual
model changes. Alfred P. Sloane Jr. parlayed this advantage
to increase Chevrolet sales from 280,000 to just over one
million between 1924 and 1928. It was not until 1932 that
Ford Motor Company joined the rest of the industry in-
institutionalizing model year flexibility.
Since Mr. Ford's era, US automobile manufacturers have tried
to maximize economies of scale without low volume or varying
product design considerations. One of General Motors' goals
through the mid-1980's was to provide, "Dedicated, automated
systems to produce large quantities of standard components
utilizing relatively inflexible equipment. ,,3 About that
time, the impact of neglecting manufacturing flexibility was
identified. The changing market economics have since
highlighted the importance of flexibility and motivated
managers to begin improvement initiatives . Among these
initiatives are design-to-market interval reduction, set up
interval reduction, computer controlled ~lexible
manufacturing systems (FMS) and empowered manufacturing
teams.
Changing Environment
During the second half of this century, the rate of change
in the US manufacturing business environment accelerated.
Foreign manufacturers began entering the US market utilizing
4
shortened life cycles, improved productivity and better
quality. Events such as the Arab oil embargo precipitated
an era of major fluctuations in resource costs and demand
. ~.
sW1ngs. Consumer tastes began evolving more qU1ckly,
becoming more specialized and demanding unique products and
services. Undercurrents have even been ,experienced in
sector markets such as defense contracting. World power
shifts have caused major shifts in defense strategem and,
therefore, equipment requirements.
Future Role of Flexibility
The far reaching impacts of the changing environment have
caused many firms,· in varying degrees, to reexamine their
strategy for flexibility. Wilson4 states, "To be successful
in the future ... organizations and manufacturing strategies
must be structured with a facility to accept and adapt to
change as being endemic." Industries such as metalworking,
electronics and consumer goods have made the introduction of
process flexibility a top priority. The ability to bring
designs to market faster, to decrease the production
interval, to have the ability to produce at varying volumes
profitably and to enhance quality have now become survival
issues for many segments of US manufacturing.
In some industries, market factors require product design
changes so frequently that a manufacturing process must be
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capable of an efficient and effective response to mUltiple
design changes I •and manufactur1ng model requests. other
industries have a ratio of customer order interval to
manufacturing interval that has in the past been managed by
increasing inventory levels. By introducing interval
reduction initiatives, and therefore reducing investment,
the company not only becomes more responsive but directly
impacts their own financial health, particularly their
return-on-asset and cash flow.
Business cycle and seasonal demands require the ability to
produce profitably at varying volume levels. Additionally,
product life cycles, particularly in consumer electronics,
are shortening dramatically. A volume flexibility plan,
proactively implemented, can improve a company's outlook in
the face of the fluctuating demands caused by these
phenomena. Many have reviewed the changing environment and
correctly identified the requirement to enhance their
responsiven0~5 to lower volume p~8duction and improve their
competitiveness in the marketplace by implementing a
flexible manufacturing system.
6
SECTION II: FLEXIBILITY
The study
The premise of this study is that many companies are
cognizant of market changes, are aware that additional
flexibili ty is required in all of their processes, from
design to delivery, and are planning for or are in the
process of implementing a flexible manufacturing system.
However, these same companies would benefit from a better
understanding of what type of flexibilities are possible and
which are essential. In addition, these companies must
review how they plan to measure operational performance by
carefully selecting the metrics of the needed flexibility.
In order to affirm the premise and collect operational
metric information, interviews were performed with companies
who have undertaken flexible manufacturing initiatives. The
objective was to ascertain what type of flex~8ility was most
important to the companies, what initia~ives were being
implemented and how they were being measured. The companies
experiences will form the basis of a metric system for
manufacturing flexibility. Operational metrics will be
proposed for each type of flexibility, and a discussion of
methods of collecting the data will follow.
7
Flexibility Literature
There is significant literature available on flexible
manufacturing systems that addresses machine and process
flexibility capabilities. A particular volume of
information is available for machining center applications.
However, the manufacturing environment has continued to
evolve and applications now exist in many non-machining
center areas, such as defense and electronic, that are not
of the traditional FMS form. Many documented initiatives
also increase product flexibility, design-for-manufacture
and product design transition included. As mentioned in
Browne5 , there are different types of flexibility that are
worthy of consideration in developing a system of metrics.
Definition of Manufacturing Flexibility
A standardized definition for flexibility is elusive because
so much depends on the situation for which it is being
applied. The following review of several authors'
definitions and studies will provide a framework for a
definition of flexibility.
c. H. Falkner6 defines flexible manufacturing systems as "An
integrated system of many automated machine tools, equipment
and work and tool transport apparatus, all operating under
one computer control." Falkner's intention was to def ine
8
what is traditionally called an FMS. Through interviews
with manufacturing managers and in analyzing literature it
was determined that FMS and flexible manufacturing are
incorrectly considered synonymous. There are many process
improvement initiatives that address the efficiency and
efficacy of handling demand changes that are not based on
computer controlled material handling and machining systems.
This concept is obvious at face value, but preliminary
research suggests that "FMS" is often assumed when the term
flexible manufacturing is used. There are many flexible
systems that will be considered in this study that do not
meet the requirements of this definition.
Primrose7 has introduced two types of flexible manufacturing
systems. The first, complementary, is defined as a system
in which each piece of equipment has a unique process
capability and, therefore, flexibility is attained by
mUltiple routings. The second, interchangeable, is a system
composed of.l:'3plicated multifunctional machines. Primrose
discusses the implications of designing and managing each
system. The two def initions however, do not provide any
insight into how one might measure the flexibility of each
system. In addition, the necessary specificity to generate
a performance measurement system is not available from
Primrose's definition.
9
CarterS suggests, "Flexibility is a collection of properties
of a manufacturing system that support changes in production
activities or capabilities." He further defines three
incentives for flexibility; insurance, economic and
strategic. For the shortest time frame, insurance is the
motivator for flexibility, in order to meet dependability
goals. In the short to medium time frame, cost, capability
and replanning are the catalysts for changes in flexibility.
Market goals and strategy are the pressures influencing
flexibility initiatives in the long term. Carter's
definition provides a broader focus that includes computer
controlled machining systems in an FMS among many other
systems. However, it lacks the specificity required to
develop operational, manufacturing metrics and provides
little insight into the building of a metric system.
In order to establish a standard definition for flexibility,
J. Browne9 has defined eight specific types of flexibility
(see Table One). Browne's defini.t.l :', provides an excel.. _,~1t
foundation from which to build a flexibility measurment
study. The mUltiple facets of flexibility outlined in this
broad definition, provide a basis from which to develop
performance metrics. Due to the targeted audience of the
interviews some modifications are required as defined below.
10
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Table One: Browne's Seven Types of P]exlbilitJ
Machine: I~ase of process change for new part sels
, Process: Ability to absorb changes in product mix
Houtlng: Multiple process capability for a set of parts
Volume: Ability La operate profitably at varying output level:-;
Expansion: Ability lo easily add capability (md capacity
Operation: Ability to illlC'IchclIlge order of operations on a part
Prod uc-lion: Ability La change production processes
Flexibility Definition
Browne's definition can be applied when developing a metric
system for flexible manufacturing. Several mOdifications to
Browne's delineation are proposed for two reasons; to better
focus the discussion with the targeted audience,
manufacturing and engineering managers responsible for
flexibility initiatives, and to add a flexibility omitted by
Mr. Browne that is essential in today's operational
environment.
Expansion flexibility, the ability to easily add capability
and capacity is not directly attributable to those
responsible for the operations. It is more a function of
available capital and business needs. All of the engineering
and production managers which were interviewed make capacity
expansion decisions by modifying existing processes. At
their level, "expansion" is more a function of volume or
product flexibility than adding capacity and processes by
the acquisition of new equipment. If equipment acquisition
is being .required, those interviewed indicated that they
provide little or no input into establishing capital
budgets. Since the decision maker is further from the day-
to-day operation, the ability to respond quickly is limited.
The lower flexibility is apparent, but it is not a part of
the day to day operations of a manufacturing line.
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Therefore, expansion flexibility was eliminated from the
data gathering segment of this study.
operation flexibility, the ability to interchange ordering
of operations in the manufacture of any particular part, can
be considered a subset of routing flexibility. There are
definite, yet subtle, differences between the two types. A
part that can be produced utilizing the same equipment in
varying process order has, by definition, routing
flexibility. In order to prevent confusion during the
company surveys and metric system analysis, this type of
flexibility will be omitted.
One type of flexibility that is receiving increased exposure
in manufacturing management literature is human resource
flexibility, the ability to utilize the existing work force
on mUltiple processes. In many flexible manufacturing
systems, one objective is to reduce direct labor and
therefore labor costs. The labor reduction results in fewer
operators for the same number of operations. More
importance is placed on any single operator performing
mUltiple operations. This flexibility, not included in
Browne, is addressed in the interview process that follows.
See Table Two for a summary of flexibility types used in the
data collection interviews for the study of operational
metrics.
13
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Table Two;~nufdeturil1g Operation's Seven, T~J2J Flexibility
Machine: Ease of process change for new part sets
Process: Ability to absorb changes in product mix
Product: Ability t.o easily absorb new produc:l designs
Routing: Mult.iple process capability for a set of parts
-
Volume: Ability 1.0 operate profitably at varying output levels
~_._.
Production: Ability to chiJl1ge pt'oduclion processes
Human ResourC{,: Utilization of -Workforce on multiple operat.ions
Flexibility Metrics
There are three concepts of flexibility measurement systems
that will be used as a basis for a practical application
oriented approach to developing metrics. Chatterjee uses an
information-theoretical approach, while Falkner and Carter
build upon this with more practical approaches.
chatterjee10 suggests a framework for flexible manufacturing
systems design. The mathematical concept of a set is used
in defining the design process. Part manufacturing
operations are examined to define process and process cell
requirements. Designers establish the sets of operations
for each part and develop an assignment matrix. Material
handling processes are reviewed in the same manner.
Flexibility is measured by the number of elements (parts) in
a given set (process cell) and the number of paths through
the network.
A basic premise of chatterjee's11 study is that flexibility
is a property of the manufacturing system and therefore not
required to be measured operationally. He supposes that the
full complement of flexibility attributes is established in
the design phase with little added by the applications.
There appears to be a significant system design attribute
when flexibility is viewed in its entirety as opposed to the
subsets proposed by Browne. However, when specific types of
15
flexibility are discussed there is a large operational
component. An example of an operation's impact on machine
flexibility is the manufacturing personnel's day-to-day
performance against established set up intervals.
carter12 suggests that categorizing flexibility types, " ...
so that each can be considered independently to simplify
design", is not possible. However, he suggests that
flexibili ty design is hampered by the relationships. He
proposes that machine flexibility is a contributor to
routing, product, production and expansion flexibilities and
that more specific goals such as unit cost reduction and
product/volume capability enhancements are more appropriate.
Carter addresses the interrelationships between the
different types of flexibility and the impact they have on
system design flexibility. In operations, many metrics are
often interrelated (eg. leadtime and work-in-process). The
concept of interrelationships does not preclude the idea
that a set of flexibility measures can be developed, based
on several flexibility categories, to provide valuable input
to management.
Falkner13 suggests, "If a manufacturing plant is flexible,
manufacturing costs ought to be relatively stable over
widely varying product mixes and levels of total volume."
He then questions the applicability to management, "since
manufacturing costs and product mix are both vectors causing
16
a complex, unnatural measure. II Flexibility measures
suggested by Falkner include, a ratio of set up time to
processing time to measure machine flexibility and a number
of units produced per machine downtime hour for operation
flexibility. The latter metric would measure the amount of
production routed away from a cell or operation during the
downtime interval.
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SECTION III: THE SURVEy
Industry Survey
The next logical step in developing a measurement system for
flexible manufacturing is to survey industry to determine
experiences in implementing flexibility. What types of
flexibility are important to industry? What type of metrics
do they use? Are they happy with the results of their
flexibility initiative? Are they happy with the measures
they chose? Are the metrics suggested, used in the capital
request, being measured in the operational system?
The questionnaire in attachment "A" was used 'as a guide by
the interviewer. The interviews were conducted via
telephone with the targeted contact being. a manufacturing
manager or engineering manager responsible for a flexible
manufacturing initiative. In order to not affect the
contacts responses, the definition of flexibility was not
discussed until late in the interview process. Table three
outlines the questionnaire's six divisions.
18
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Table Three: Questionnaire Division
-
Company: Company demographics and information
Initiative: Company flexibility initiatives and targettecl capability
Definition: Views of flexibility importance and the appllcability of the
seven flexibility types
Business Case: Metrics used in the business case
Production: Review of post-implementation metrics and results
Open Open ended questiuns
Company Interview Selection
The companies interviewed were selected based on three
criteria, experience in implementing flexibility
enhancements to manufacturing processes, at least two years
of production experience since the flexible manufacturing
initiative and availability of the original project leaders
for interview. These criteria were established in order to
maximize the practical application of the data and to
eliminate unproven theoretical measures from consideration.
Interval and project leader requirements were utilized in
order to have a basis for comparing pre-implementation
".j
flexibility concepts to those realized in practice.
One exception to the selection requirements must be noted.
One of the contacts, referred to as company F, was a
manufacturing consultant who had just worked with a company
that was attempting to enhance their flexibility. A
description of this company is included in the next section.
Some of his insights proved valuable to metric development.
Attachment B shows a summary of the companies interviewed.
Several companies expressed a desire for confidentiality,
therefore alphabetic identifiers are provided.
20
companies Surveyed
The accumulated data presents some very intriguing results.
Table 4 delineates the importance of each flexibility type
as rated by the companies, Table 5 reports the participation
in flexibility metrics and Table 6 reviews other pertinent
data collected during the interview process.
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Table Four: Interview SUmmary - Importance Ratings
~yP~.Qf. ... Company
Flexihi1ity .... A B C D. E F G H I Average
Machine 8 9 1C 7 9 9 9 9 8 8.7
Process 9 9 2 2 1C 7 8 l( 2 6.6
~outing 3 4 3 1 1 8 6 1 2 3.2
Volume 8 1C 7 8 3 7 4 1 8 6.2
Product 8 7 2 7 5 8 7 l( 9 7
Production 8 7 9 1 3 8 1 8 9 6
Human Resource 9 8 8 1 9 8 8 8 9 7.6
Table Five: Interyiew Summary - Flexibility Measurements
Type6f Company
Flexibility A B c! D E F G H I Total
Machine X X X X X 5
Process X 1
~outing 0
K!olume X X 2
Product X X 2
Production 0
Human Resource X X 2
22
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Table Seven: Proposed Plexibility Metrics
Company
Questions A B C D E F G H I
Flexibility Importance High High Medium High Medium High Medium High High
-
Implementation Success Medium High Medium High Medium Medium Medium High Medium
Additional Metrics? Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No No Yes
Initiative New Cell FMS FMS Synchronou Consultant Cell Model New
Facility Manufaclun Assembly Manufaclun Shop Facility
Major Processes PCA,PWB, Heavy Machining Machining Equipment Small Mech. Precision Equipment PCA &
Cabinet Machining Assembly Assemblies Machining 3Assembly Precision
Capital Justification Strategic & Cost Cost Quality & Strategic & Strategic Lead Time Strategic Strategic &
Cost Strategic Cost Cost
Company A primarily manufactures communications equipment
for government and commercial applications. In order to
position themselves strategically and economically, they
have designed and implemented a new production facility with
world-class processes. The facility is modular, with three
seperate buildings connected by tunnels. The materials
management facility is in the middle building in order to
provide convenient support to the other buildings.
Company B is a manufacturer of heavy metal components for
the US government. In order to reduce product costs, and
improve performance with smaller lot sizes, the company
implemented a cellular production focus with commercially
available software. They currently have 16 process focused
(rather than product focused) cells, and they are hoping to
expand the implementation.
The third company, Company C, is a manufacturer of turbine
engines. Through funding from a government program for
technology improvement, the company invested in an FMS
system for the M1A1 tank project. The product focused FMS
system includes turning, drilling and cutting large
stainless steel pieceparts which are assembled into M1A1
tank engines.
Company D, a manufacturer of transmission housings for the
automobile industry, is only the second company in the
24
survey, to have initiated an FMS implementation. The
product, focused system was developed for the manufacture of
transmission cases. The operations include milling,
turning, deburring, cleaning and inspection.
In order to improve their ability to respond more quickly to
customer requirements, Company E implemented synchronous,
in-line assembly carousels. The company felt that the
additional flexibility was necessary to remain viable due to
the specialized nature of their products, high speed
assembly equipment for the consumer goods industry.
The next company, Company F, were manufacturing consultants
for a state funded technology development program. The data
provided was based on several consulting assignments for
process improvement. When asked importance rating and
measurability questions, the input was based on a recently
completed study which was done to minimize the impact of
varying lot sizes in the manufacture of security locks.
Company G is a manufacturer of nuclear weapons and
components for the commercial nuclear industry. In order to
improve lead time and quality, the company re-engineered
their production processes into several work cells. In
developing manufacturing cells for machining operations, the
added concerns of high reliability process requirements
imposed by the nature of the end product were considered.
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In order to decrease the leadtime of model production in the
communications industry, Company H implemented a separate
and distinct model shop. The processes included in the shop
are metal fabrication, printed circuit card assembly and
equipment assembly. Due to the accelerating rate of change
in this industry, the implementation was considered a matter
of survival.
Company I felt that in order to remain viable in the defense
contracting arena, they needed to enhance their ability to
respond quickly to design changes, introduce new products
more efficiently and effectively change volume without cost
degradation. The company built a new production facility
designed to achieve improved product flow, team based
personnel strategies and dramatic floor space reduction.
The operations performed at this facility include printed
circuit board manufacture and assembly, high reliability
assembly of underwater defense systems, stress-free molding
and fibre-optic assembly.
Survey Data - Flexibility
considering the implementation experiences of those
interviewed, all companies reported that "flexibility" is
important to their business viability. It was immediately
apparent that each company's definition of flexibility was
different. Two companies defined flexibility as the ability
26
to respond efficiently to changing customer requirements.
The companies with FMS implementations stated that
performing mUltiple tasks with one machine, reducing set up
time and establishing a batch size of one were the goals of
their flexibility initiative. Two other companies said that
reduced leadtime was their objective, and the last two
companies said that flexibili ty was the ability to
accommodate a variety of products within a product family.
Three of the companies reported that the implementations
were successful and just over one-half felt that they could
better manage their new found flexibility if they had
improved metric systems. This confirmed the hypothesis that
many companies think flexibility is critical to their
company, but few know how to measure its effectiveness. Of
the six companies who said that it was extremely important
to them, three had no flexibility performance metrics. In
fact, a large majority of those interviewed did not measure
the the components of flexibility that were the most
important to their viability.
only two companies presented a business case to management,
requesting the appropriate funding for the flexibility
initiative based solely on cost reduction. Although cost
reductions were proposed for the business case by five of
the interviewed companies, the decision weighted the
strategic importance of upgrading their processes more
27
heavily.
the main
One company suggested that reduced lead time was
motivation to grant the appropriate capital
allocation.
Survey Data - Types of Flexibility
The least important type of flexibility was routing
flexibility, the ability to process a given set of parts
using alternative routings. The average rating of the
importance of routing flexibility was a 3.2 on a scale of
one to ten. Additionally, not one company reported
measuring their routing flexibility effectiveness. Several
companies, especially military and manufacturers of high
reliability equipment (ie. nuclear weapons and defense
systems), stated that routing flexibility was undesirable.
Any added variables in the manufacturing processes are
unacceptable for weapon specifications and twenty-four year
reliability products. Others said that operational metrics
would not be appropriate considering that mUltiple routings
are a factor of the system design and little could be done
to improve performance on the shop floor.
The second least important type of flexibility, given an
average rating of 6.0, was production, the ability to change
production processes efficiently. Although the ranking was
second to last in importance, two companies rate it as high
as a nine and two others gave ita ranking of one. The
28
highest ratings were given by two defense contractors who
felt that the dwindling demand for existing products provide
an environment where new and traditionally outsourced
products and services needed to be made in house in order to
maintain or expand the business. The lowest ratings were
provided by heavy metal part manufacturers who had very
specific lines of business and planned to remain as such in
the foreseeable future. None of the companies measured this
component of flexibility.
Volume flexibility, the ability to operate profitably at
varying volumes, was rated fifth with an average rating of
6.2. Company B rated volume flexibility as a ten in
importance. Due to decreasing demand for Ml tank components
and the limited ability and/or desire to manufacture other
components, they must decrease cost when producing smaller
lot sizes. The metrics used by the two companies who have
implemented these volume flexibility measures include unit
cost consistency over varying demands and fixed cost
percentage.
The fourth highest rated type of flexibility was process,
the ability to absorb changes in product mix. The average
rating was a 6.6, but there was a wide variation in the
responses. Two companies rated process flexibility as a
ten, and three rated it as a two. Those who gave the
highest ratings, are among the companies producing the most
29
complex equipment, high speed assembly equipment and
communications equipment, respectively. Two of the three
companies giving the lowest ratings produce heavy metal
components and implemented FMS's. Lower process flexibility
was their objective. By limiting process variations, they
improved efficiencies and, therefore, their manufacturing
costs and quality. The third company, Company I, had
existing processes set up to manufacture very specific
products. Since these products were contracted with the
government for several years at a time, a quick response to
process changes into existing production lines was not a
high priority. None of the companies interviewed, measured
this type of flexibility.
Product flexibility, the ability to absorb new product
designs easily, was rated third in importance. Despite the
high rating, a 7.0, few companies reported performance
measures. Only three companies, A, F and I, performed
measures at the operational level. Company F, manufacturer
of security locks, and Companies A and I, primarily defense
contractors, all measure design to manufacture leadtimes and
engineering change costs.
Human resource flexibility, the ability to utilize the
existing workforce for mUltiple operations, was rated 7.6,
the second most important by the interviewed companies.
Company D, with an FMS system, rated it the lowest because,
30
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"the union contract disallows multi-functional operators II •
Two companies measure this type of flexibility using a job
skills inventory and certification plus team based
,
performance metrics. These include many measurements not
related to flexibility, but Company I said, "teams cannot
perform at the appropriate level without having a flexible
work force."
It was not surprising that the highest rated and most
frequently measured type of flexibility was machine, the
ease of change to process a given set of parts. Almost
every
desired
respondent reported that some small portion of the
flexibility was lead time related, the average
rating of 8.7 was over one point higher than the next most
important type of flexibility. Five respondents reported
that they measured it closely. All ~asically said that they
utilize the same metrics; ratio of set-up hours to
production hours, set-up hours to total hours worked and
queue time.
31
SECTION IV: METRICS
Routing Flexibiiity Metrics
In theory, there are significant advantages to introducing
routing flexibility. One advantage is that it allows a
quick .short term response to process flow disturbances.
Material shortages and facility downtime are the most common
disturbances that can be alleviated by having mUltiple
routings. It may also increase throughput when product
designs and model manufacturing demands are dynamic. For
example, newer designs can be manufactured on a particular
piece of equipment, while other higher volume products are
re-routed to other equipment. If properly implemented, in-
process inventory would be minimized due to the decreased
leadtime.
However, as indicated by those interviewed, routing
flexibility may have limited applications. Some of the
offsets include the cost of redundant equipment, possible
quality implications and loss of process control.
particularly with larger more expensive equipment, the cost
of redundant equipment may be great. For example, the cost
of floor space, maintenance, operator certification and
training may be prohibitive if alternative paths are
available. The total cost of a mUltiple routing strategy
should be carefully reviewed before implementation.
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Several respondents suggested that the-additional variation
imposed by having more than one routing was unacceptable •
This scenario is limited to high precision, high reliability
activities such as nuclear power components and weapons
manufacture. The cost of having less control on a process
sequence, as caused by alternative routings, is difficult to
ascertain but must be considered. Project delays and
employee efforts to review mUltiple process sequences in
determining the root cause of a defect may be cost
prohibitive.
Less obvious, but equally costly is the production
management support. The order tracking and cost expediting
rise dramatically in a job shop environment. Shop floor
tracking, material support and quality assurance are a few
of the areas requiring greater effort in a job shop
environment. If mUltiple routings are pervasive in a
manufacturing plan, the manufacturing process behaves like a
job shop.
The system design component is another issue to be
considered when developing an operational metric for routing
flexibility. Shop floor management and personnel have
little or no impact on the added flexibility of multiple
routings. Shop floor production managers could misapply
available routing opportunities by using those that are less
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efficient
\>
and/or queueing instead
v
of starting another
routing. However, neither of these problems has appreciable
impact on overall flexibility. If the cost of equipment and
manufacturing management are low enough to have multiple
routings, a metric need only be applied if the situation
warrants it.
In conclusion, one should first look at the specific
application of the manufacturing process in order to decide
if it is advantageous to include multiple routings. If so,
one should review and measure the number of possible
routings during the system design phase. These metrics
could include a percentage of parts with at least two
routings, a number of duplicate routings or an average
number of routings for a product family. Once the desired
level of routing flexibility is incorporated, no operational
metric is required.
Production Flexibility Metrics
Production flexibility, the ability to change production
processes, was the second least important flexibility. In
addition, no one measured the capability. This type of
flexibility may be one of the most strategic in nature due
to the level of management participation required to
introduce additional capability. Traditionally, neither
manufacturing, engineering nor design groups have had
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responsibility for improving production flexibility.
Marketing 'and design personnel have the ability to propose
new products, services or technologies and manufacturing
management and engineering personnel are consulted for
capabilities and process solutions. . However, only senior
management has the authority to approve expenditures of the
magnitude required to begin implementation.
As mentioned earlier, the ratings had a very wide spread.
The two interviewees that rated production flexibility the
highest in importance were manufacturing managers for
defense contractors. Both cited a dramatically changing
business environment that has motivated them toward
diversification. For Company C, the soviet Union's change
in power structure is causing a sharp decrease in demand for
tanks. This has stimulated the attempt to develop products
in the private sector. Company I has re-engineered their
facility in order to provide efficient process changeover
capability when government projects cease and replacement
activities are initiated.
Company F indicated that production flexibility is the shop
floor component of product flexibility and, therefore, has
an operational component. Because the processes and
equipment on the shop floor provide the necessary
capabilities, the assessment is accurate. However, as
discussed during the interview, the shop floor engineers,
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management and operators have little impact on the execution
of this flexibility. The facilities and equipment have a
greater impact on whether a company can change production
processes or technology than shopfloor management decision
making and execution.
A measure of this type of flexibility should be included in
the facility and/or manufacturing design process. Company I
has designed their facility to provide every opportunity to
implement newer technology with little up front move and
rearrangement charges. The operational component of
production capability is very small, therefore, no added
value would be obtained in developing a metric for this type
of flexibility.-
Volume Flexibility Metrics
Volume flexibility, although rated fifth, was identified as
a growing concern by many of those interviewed. Company B
rated it as the most important but least planned for
capability. When their manufacturing cells were introduced,
no forethought was given to producing anything other than
large volume machined housings for the Ml tank. A lot of
resources are now being to develop strategies to
economically produce smaller lot sizes. The motivation for
this change has been caused by the decline in demand for
tanks resulting from the end of the cold war.
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One concept for managing volume flexibility was presented by
Company C. They stated that when demand expands too
rapidly, over capacity production requirements are sourced
elsewhere. When demand is decreasing, many recently
purchased items are re-sourced internally. A flaw in the
concept is that many companies, among them Company C, pull
production inside without the manufacturing flexibility for
the new demand. As an example, in order to keep operators
gainfully employed, Company C reversed a buy decision on
several simple machining center parts. The added demand in
their precision metal shop has enabled them to retain a few
workers, but the items produced are not strategic and made
at five times the cost. No plan to resolve the situation
has been developed.
Only one metric was cited in the interviews, a measure of
unit cost at various volume levels. This approach,
suggested by Company D, includes measuring unit cost data
over some time period, measuring and minimizing the
variation from period to period. One of the concerns with
this proposal, as suggested in other interviews, is that
unit cost is a complex vector with many factors. Material
prices, shop efficiencies, labor rates and cost of quality
oversight can all vary dramatically. Each of these cost
components has a varying relationship with overall
flexibility and may not easily identify weaknesses that
require attention. However, they do correlate directly to
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the processes ability to react to volume swings. If
reported and managed in the smaller segments, this metric is
an effective tool to identify volume flexibility issues.
Material price variance is a very good measure of the
purchasing organization's ability to manage order sizes and
inventory charges. Shop efficiencies measure the production
line's reaction to the ebb and flow of manufacturing
schedules. Labor charges, relate directly to the amount of
overtime worked, in the very short term. This measures the
shops reliance on hours worked in responding flexibly to
volume changes. Finally, if a manufacturing process can
consistently produce quality parts, moving to smaller lot
sizes will not adversly affect the cost of quality.
Process Flexibility Metrics
Process, the fourth most important type of flexibility, was
reported as being measured by one company, Company F. This
company indicated that the implemented metric actually
provides little insight into the company's capabilities. In
addition, the two FMS implementations rated this type of
flexibility very low. The reasoning was the same for both;
their system intent was to lower unit costs for similar
groups of specific parts. The ability to vary product mix
is not essential because of the limited mix produced from
the system.
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Another type of system that is considered flexible by many,
but is very inflexible in terms of product mix, is the
Kanban system. Typical Kanban systems operate very
effectively only with a stable product mix. variations tend
to cause such turmoil that general practice suggests that
product mix changes be limited to certain intervals (ie.
once a month).
Company F, the consultant who related an experience in
implementing flexible manufacturing systems in the security
lock industry, reported that they measured process
flexibility. Their proposal, total set up time, failed to
measure some very important aspects of their capability.
One's ability to modify a machine set up in order to change
products contributes to the facility's process flexibility,
but it fails to measure the efficiency of the value adding
functions. The ability to apply resources, labor,
engineering, materials and/or equipment efficiently across
all products manufactured by the process is at least as
important to the company's process flexibility as the
shortness of the set up interval. A process that
effectively produces all part types, in essence a balanced
capability, may contribute more to the flexibility of an
organization than having no set up at all.
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The most applicable metric, standard hours shipped over time
with varying product mixes, meets two criteria for an
effective operational measure. It is easily calculated and
can identify problem areas if measured at the appropriate
levels. Most of the effects on standard hours shipped are
process flexibility related. In fact, the effects are
tailored to one's specific environment. Material shortages,
design changes, set-up times, effective production
processes, quality and documentation issues provide varying
degrees of problems for different industries. The most
troublesome are related to a company's ability to manage
product mix changes effectively and are visible in the
standard hours shipped metric. When the measure is
monitored by manufacturing cell or team, the ability for top
management to reassign resources to problem areas is
enhanced.
Product Flexibility Metrics
Company 0 stated, "If we started over, product flexibi,lity
would get a lot more attention". They went on to say that
significant effort is now being made to enhance the FMS
capability to handle new products, technologies and
specifications. Company B felt that any measure of product
flexibility should be made in the design organization. They
commented, "If they designed the products with an
understanding of our processes, we would have all the
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product flexibility we need". Design organizations have
been 'getting significant attention by the manufacturing
sector regarding their ability to design specifically for
ease of manufacturing. The manufacturing managers have as
important a role to playas the designers. As related
earlier, Company D's manufacturing organization implemented
a very costly FMS system without considering the possibility
of changing designs, products and specifications.
other i~pediments to product flexibility include overzealous
document control, poor procurement processes and a change
resistant culture. Implementing very rigorous document
control can impede new product introduction by significantly
limiting real time design corrections and therefore
deterring quick prototype manufacturing. A procurement
organization that is enamored with large lot, economical
bUys can adversely affect model costs by ordering large
quantities when the design is in a state of flux. A cUlture
of inflexibility relative to changing priorities can slow
down any design enhancement implementation.
Two proposed metrics, when considered together, effectively
provide the measurability and specificity required to manage
product flexibility. They are design-to-manufacture lead
time and engineering change order costs. The first measures
how receptive manufacturing is to design changes, how
streamlined processes are for effecting change and how
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knowledgable design is of manufacturing capabilities. It
does not, however, provide any information on cost, only
timeliness. Many organizations can meet challenges
effectively, but at what cost? To be successful, cost
containment is essential. Company I has monthly results
meetings to review performance metrics. Among the metrics
are engineering change order costs broken down into labor
and material impacts by manufacturing team. Trends are
outlined so that the facility manager may address the design
organization's performance relative to impact of redesigns
and/or to in-house's process inflexibilities.
Human Resource Flexibility Metrics
This type of flexibility was ranked second, with an average
importance rating of 7.6. One company, Company D, rated
human resource flexibility as a one in importance. This
company, the producer of transmission cases, explained that
human resource flexibility is not important because, "We
need no operator involvement, we are fully automated. II
However, when asked to consider manufacturing outside of his
FMS cell, he indicated that human resource flexibility was
greatly needed throughout the rest of the facility if the
company was to continue to meet competition from Japan and
Europe.
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Several human resource flexibility metrics were proposed by
four of the companies, but only one metric is currently
being applied. The proposed metrics include average number
of skills per operator per cell as verified by government
qualif ication exams, a measurement of training and team
certification.
Company G, a manufacturer of nuclear weapons and commercial
nuclear assemblies, used the first metric. In their
environment, there are many government specifications that
require associated certification exams. Although Company G
does not monitor their team's skills in this manner, they
claimed that the approach could be easily implemented and
enrich the data from which management decisions are made.
The greatest difficulty with this metric is the ability to
identify skill attainment in a less structured environment.
There are many processes, within this firm and among other
companies, that have no standardized exams. If the metric
is implemented as suggested, one must first identify how to
recognize a new skill when it is obtained.
The second proposed metric is to create a skills inventory,
by employee, by measuring completed training. No company
interviewed has implemented the metr ic, but several
suggested it as a possibility. The approach is weakened by
the effectiveness and application of the training. It is
very probable that an employee could attend a training class
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and with little application, lose the skills in a short
period of time.
A more effective way to measure multi-skill attainment is to
have peers ascertai~ the abilities of coworkers, decide when
more cross-functional skills are required and to measure
human resource flexibility at the cell or team level.
Company I, a maker of Naval underwater products, measure
human resource flexibility in their facility. They have
developed a process focused team structure in the plant.
The teams are rewarded based on the their collective results
and team certif.ication. Team certification includes
learning facilitation and team skills, developing customer-
supplier nased metrics, creating and meeting goals and cost
reduction activities. Among the cost reduction activities
is the ability to have a "lean, mean flexible workforce".
The team establishes employee specific skill attainment
objectives and reports the team's progress towards these
objectives. The skills are certified by the other team
members, which include engineering and quality personnel.
Company I reported that the team award structure had taken
longer than expected to become effective, but it is
presently a strong factor in developing employees and
creating a flexible manufacturing organization.
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Machine Flexibility Metrics
Many companies started developing machine flexibility
strategies prior to the popularity of FMS technologies. In
discussing Japanese manufacturing management techniques,
many companies decree that they must attain a lot size of
one. To produce in smaller lot sizes, set up pr6c~sses were
re-engineered or eliminated in order to improve .unit cost.
Machine flexibility was rated the most important type of
flexibility; Five companies reported implementation of
measurement systems.
The suggested metrics were of two types, queue time and a
ratio of set up time to production hours. only Company G
suggested the former, queue time, and they pointed out some
faults of this metric. The measure is inclusive of other,
non-machine flexibility performance factors. The most
obvious factors, material availability and the employee's
learning curve position, also affect queue time without
impacting machine flexibility performance.
The ratio of set up to production hours is an operational
metric that is easily measured and can identify problem
areas. In several companies, the measure is maintained at
the cell or team level and reported weekly or monthly. All
implementors were satisfied with its applicability and
suggested that little could be done to enhance the metric.
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SECTION V: METRIC SUMMARY
Flexibility Metric Summary
There were six companies who reported that flexibility was
very important to their company's viability. Of these, half
did not measure any of the seven flexibility types. Of the
35 instances where a company rated a specific type of
flexibility as very important (eight or higher), only eleven
were measured. Of the five cases where a company rated a
flexibility a ten, only one was measured.
A summary of the proposed flexibility metrics and the number
of implementations is outlined in Table seven.
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Table Seven: Proposed flexibilitv Metrics
, .. Company
Ql1estions A B C D E f C H 1
Flexibility lmportance High High Medium High Medium Hiah ~Iedium High Highb
Implementation Success MedilllTI )JiaIJ Medium High Medium Medium \1 cd iII III High Mediumb
Additional Metrics0 Yes No No Yes Yes Yes \0 No Yes
lnitiative New Cell HIS nls Synchronoll Consullc\lll (I,ll Model New
facilil \ Manllfacl un Assemhh \lilnufi~('lllrf Shop facility
Major Processes PC.i\.P1HJ. Hean Mc\chinm!: \lachin1l1g Equipment Small Mcc!1 i)I('i:i:~ion Equipment PCA &
Cabinet Machmlll! Assembh AssE'mblics \!;tchJlling &: Assembly Precision
Capital JustJficalion Strategic & Cosl Cost QuahLv & StrategJC & Strategic L Time Strategic Strategic &
Cost strategic Cost Cost
Flexibility Metric Data Collection
In order to identify appropriate manufacturing flexibility
measures, one must consider the availability of the data and
ease of collection. In many instances, the accounting
organization is held accountable for data collection.
However, several of the proposed me'crics have components
that are best maintained by the operational teams. As a
guide for metric implementation, Company A is used as an
example in developing proposed collection mechanisms.
Company A is primarily a manufacturer of government
communication systems. However, several commercial products
such as high voltage power systems, digital conferencing
swi tches and secured telephones are also produced in the
facility. The processes include standard electronic module
assembly (printed circuitcard assemblies), multi-in line
board manufacture, precision machining center operations,
cabinet assembly and functional, electrical, environmental
and system level tests. The approach to enhancing
flexibili ty is the same as in Company I; they have re-
engineered facilities, organizations, job descriptions,
systems and processes to be world class.
The first of the five metrics is easily provided by the
accounting organization. Uni t cost variation, the volume
flexibility metric, was viewed only as fairly important by
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Company A's manufacturing manager. As in all of the
companies in the study, the accounting system has the
ability to calculate unit costs. In the case of Company A,
costs are collected by each lot. Unit costs are reported as
the total charges to the manufacturing order divided by the
lot size and averaged over the month for each part.
within Company A, the ability to track unit cost variation
applied to only three processes where volumes approached
large quantities. The three processes are multi-in-line
board manufacture (10 different end item deliverables, with
volume ranging from 50 to 500 per month), mechanical module
assembly (15 different end item deliverables, with volume
varying from 5 to 250 per month) and standard electronic
module assembly (20 different end item deliverabless with
volume ranging from 2 to 150 per month). Implementing the
metric in areas where product mix changed each month or when
volumes were consistently low, would not have been of any
value. Instead, other types of flexibility measures were
suggested for these areas.
Human resource flexibility metrics, team or cell based
skills inventories, training and certifications, are best
implemented when developed in concert with the operators.
Company A has set up a process focused, team based
structure. As the teams were developing, they identified and
recognized the skill requirements of the team, addressed
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areas where specific skills required development, set up
certification procedures and reported monthly on the teams
progress towards 100% skill attainment. Company A's
management reported that they implemented the concept across
every team. The teams that were measured included senior
management, purchasing, process, customer service and
quality assurance. The transfer to a new facility required
a significant amount of change, facilities, processes,
organization and most importantly an expansion in job
functions. The expansion caused a high level of unease, but
the identification of required skills, certification and
team support provided the structure that many needed.
consistency in standard hours shipped, the process
flexibility metric, can best be reported by the accounting
organization. In every company that used standard costing,
standard hours shipped is an available measure that many do
not review. In Company A's situation one modification to
the metric had to be made. Because less than 5% of the
production within the facility has calculated standard
hours, hours shipped based on quoted rates was used to
measure process flexibility. Management felt that measuring
the hours shipped based on quoted rates was not as good as
measuring standard hours shipped. Software modifications
were introduced to implement the metric.
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The two product flexibility metrics, design to manufacture
lead· time and engineering change order costs, were
implemented in Company A but required some modification. A
change order tracking mechanism had already been established
to manage design changes from the point of design
organization release until the ordering and/or scheduling
activities were complete. The modification was made in
order to allow the manufacturing planner to update the
change order system when the change was actually
implemented. The implementation point was determined to be
as the manufacturing with the modified design was shipped to
the storeroom. The software will be easily modified due to
the fact that a Fourth Generation language was used for the
new MRP and accounting system. The management teams of both
the design and manufacturing organizations were anxious to
implement the change in order to identify and resolve
weaknesses.
The second product flexibility metric, engineering change
costs was already implemented at the facility. The teams
responsible for scheduling, ordering and planning were
reporting change order costs by team and cost category. The
categories are material, shop labor and engineering labor.
The newly implemented software system already had the
capability of tracking change order costs, but the
appropriate module was not yet available. The proposed
implementation, scheduled for late the second quarter of
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1992, will provide the information necessary to manage their
product flexibility.
Most organizations that reported measuring machine
flexibility utilize the same metric, set up to production
hour ratio. The data is provided by charging the set up
effort to a collection account different from the production
account. The actual reporting function is provided by the
accounting organization on a weekly or monthly basis. This
is the same situation for Company A. No revision is
proposed in their metric system. However, the metric for a
standard cost shop must be handled differently. In most of
these situations, the labor charge collection system does
not require shop associates to allocate their time across
several accounting charge numbers. The charges are
collected at the organization level. In this case the
reporting of set up time to total production time must be
performed by the operating organization. In this case, each
employee will collect their set up and production hours in
the same manner that they collect quality statistics in
statistical Process Control procedures. The employee can
track his/her own performance on a real time basis and
provide, at regular intervals, the data to the team or cell
level manager for review.
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SECTION VI: CONCLUSION
Conclusion
As the interviews point out, increasing changes in the
business environment have caused many industries to review
the flexibility metrics of their manufacturing system. A
large number find existing process capabilities unacceptable
and try to resolve the deficiencies. Companies have looked
back and realized that certain types of flexibility's, often
essential to the firms survival, have not been reported on
with an operational approach. As in Company D's situation,
significant resources are being applied to resolve the
discrepancy between the required level of product
flexibility and what capability is inherent in an FMS
installation.
Companies must review their business situation more
carefully to determine what is required and attainable
before actively pursuing any flexibility initiative. The
review should use as a basis, the categories of flexibility
described in this study. Initiatives should be compared
based on the contribution to the companies ability to
enhance the flexibility's required. Several of those
interviewed agreed that this planning process, prior to
their action stage, would have relieved a significant amount
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of the post-implementation
deficiencies.
effort of correcting
One of the most disturbing facts discovered in the course of
the survey, is that although most companies feel flexibility
is essential to their companies viability, very few document
their capabilities. Of the 35 instances where a company
identified a particular flexibility as very important, a
rating of eight or higher, only eleven were measured. A 31%
measurement rate is very low considering the nature of the
competition , however, the complacency did not stop there.
44% of the companies did not feel that additional
understanding of their flexibility capabilities, by
implementing additional metrics, was warranted. The reasons
ranged from, the feeling that they already have too many
metrics, to the opinion that flexibility is designed into
the system and therefore does not merit measurement.
Two of the seven types of flexibility's have been determined
as not operational in nature. The manufacturing
organization's impact on both routing and production
flexibility is minimal compared to the process design and
senior management impacts. The importance to a company's
survival is not diminished by this fact, but the metric
development for them 1S unnecessary in the shop floor,
manufacturing environment.
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The proposed metrics for the remaining five types of
flexibility meet several criterion for effectiveness. The
criterion include ease of data collection, ability to
provide timely feedback and identification of problem areas.
Three of the five metrics, team based skills management,
(, design to manufacture lead time combined with engineering
change order costs and the ratio of set up to production
hours have a proven level of efficacy by being implemented
in at least one instance by those interviewed. The
remaining two, unit cost variation and standard hours
shipped include data that is already available in many
manufacturing companies. The appropriate formatting and
reporting of the information can provide the basis for the
necessary understanding of flexibility capabilities. The
ability to extract and format the findings requires few
resources.
Flexibility is a complex term that implies efficient
processes, design, manufacturing, distribution etc., that
satisfy customer needs. Whether the requirements are lower
costs, smaller lot sizes, shorter lead times or the
specialization of product, US industry must find a way to
effectively meet and/or exceed these demands to remain
viable. No evidence exists to suggest that the changing
demands are transitory. Customers are not going to begin to
identify and sympathize with industrial issues and cease
making additional demands. There are many companies world
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wide that are taking the necessary steps to meet these
demands and take business away from those who do not. The
system of metrics proposed in this study is only a first
step in the process of increased competitiveness, but a most
important one.
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Attachment "All
Flexible Manufgcturing Metrics
Questionnaire
As a graduate student at Lehigh University, I am researching
a thesis on flexible manufacturing systems. If you have
contributed to the design, business case development or
execution of a flexible manufacturing initiative, I would
like to ask you a few questions.
Company Information:
1. Company Name: _
2. Division:
3. Business:
4. Government: Commercial:
5. Annual Sales:
6. Interviewee
position
7. Production
Processes:
8. Competitors:
Flexible Manufacturing Experiences:
1. Tell me of your flexible manufacturing initiatives?
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Attachment "A"
Flexible Manufacturing Metrics
Questionnaire
Flexible Manufacturing Experience (cont.):
2. What specific processes were targeted for increased
flexibility?
3. To what degree was your plants flexibility increased?
4. How do you measure your success? What are the metrics?
Flexibility:
1. What degree of importance is flexibility to your
business? Why?
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Attachment "A"
Flexible Manufacturing Metrics
Questionnaire
Flexibility (cont.):
2. Please define flexibility as it relates to this
importance.
3. Have you, should you, include the following types of
flexibility in your definition. Please rate their
importance (scale of 1 to 10), to your situation and if
you currently measure them? How?
Machine: ease of change to process a given set of parts
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: __ Measure:
Process: ease to absorb changes in product mix
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: Measure:
Routing: ability to process a given set of parts on
alternative routings
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: Measure:
Volume: ability to operate profitably at varying
volumes
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: __ Measure:
Product: ability to easily absorb new product designs
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: __
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Measure:
Attachment "A"
Flexible Manufacturing Metrics
Questionnaire
Flexibility (cont.):
Production: ability to change production processes
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: __ Measure:
Human Resource: ability to change personnel in the
process
Inclusion:
How?
Importance: Measure:
Design/Business Case Measurability:
For the following few questions, consider only the design
and business case stages of your flexible manufacturing
initiative:
1. Was flexibility used to "sell" the initiative? How?
2. What metrics were stated?
3. What flexibility improvement did you expect? How was
this measured?
Production Measurability:
Now please consider only the implementation/production phase
of your flexible manufacturing initiative.
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Attachment "A"
Flexible Manufacturing Metrics
Questionnaire
Production Measurability (Cont.)
1. Has additional flexibility been established? What
type?
2. How do you measure? How would you like to measure your
flexibility?
open Questions:
1. Any comments on how you would measure or forecast
flexibility differently if you could start over?
2. Do you believe it to be beneficial to measure
flexibility? Any particular type?
3. Any other comments?
4. Would you like copy of the research upon its
completion?
Yes No
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Attachment liB"
Companies surveyed
Company
A
B
C
D
E
Loc Products and Services
NC Military and Commercial
Communication Equipment
SC Heavy Metal Military
Parts
CT Turbine Engines
IN Transmission Housings
NJ High Speed Assembly
Equipment
Contact
Director of
Manufacturing
Process Improvement
Manager
Director of
Manufacturing
Engineering Manager
Process Engineering
Manager
F OH Manufacturing Consultant Consultant
G
H
I
KS
OH
NC
Nuclear Weapons
communications
Military, Underwater
Equipment
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senior Project
Engineer
Director of New
Product Development
Manufacturing
Manager
Attachment "c"
Metric System Summary
Step One Review process improvement opportunities to
address the types of flexibility's considered in
other manufacturing process improvement
initiatives. The seven flexibility's discussed
in this study, machine, process, product,
routing, volume, production and human resources,
should provide the basis for the review.
step Two Decide what types of flexibility provide the
most benefit to the company, in terms of
enhancing competitiveness.
Step Three: Determine best initiative for the flexibility
enhancements required.
Step Four utilizing Table TWo, select the best
operational metrics for the proposed initiative.
Step Five Initiate system measures of existing processes
utilizing the newly defined metrics. The
results will provide a benchmark for determining
progress.
Step six Determine if allocated resources provide an
opportunity fQr benchmarking best-in-class
companies in your industry. Select goals based
on the collected data to position your company
most competitively.
Step Seven: Review measures at regular intervals to
determine process improvement opportunities.
continue to measure as process modifications are
implemented.
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